HANDHELD RECEIVERS – SCANNERS

AIRBAND SCANNER TSC-100RA
Airband Scanner with NOAA Weather Channels /66-87.495MHz/87.8-108MHz/108.005-135.995MHz/136-174MHz Focused on air band, VHF band, VHF low band (66-88 MHz) and WFM broadcast band, this narrow band receiver has exceptionally high sensitivity and outstanding audio. The simplified functions make this an easy to use handheld, with a large LCD backlit screen and easy to read backlit buttons. 66 - 87.495MHz, 87.5 - 108MHz, 108.005-135.995MHz, 136-174MHz 200 channel memories Only weighs 5.7 oz. Includes Handheld unit, 3 AA batteries, antenna, belt clip, male SMA to female BNC connector, and operation manual. P/N 11-12164 .................. $109.95

CRS AM/FM CLOCK RADIO BASE SCANNER
The BC345CRS is a multi-feature conventional channel scanner. Easily enter and store frequencies for police, fire/emergency, marine, air and more into 500 channels over ten banks. The scanner also features AM/FM clock radio with snooze and NOAA weather broadcasts. P/N 11-11412 .................. $174.95

WINDSHIELD ANTENNA KIT FOR HANDHELD RADIOS
This antenna kit attaches to the inside of the windshield & dramatically improves portable nav/com’s transmit, receive, and VOR performance based on extensive field testing. It is portable, easily, and ideal for those who can’t use an ANT-SB. Simply attaches one’s own flexible antenna to inside of windshield. Works with any handheld radio. P/N 11-18603 .................. $28.95

GLEIM KA11 AIRPORTABLE AVIATION RECEIVER
Aviation radio communications are now available to you with Gleim’s Aviation Radio Receiver. Monitor the entire aviation frequency band! This radio is very portable, easy to operate, and extremely cost effective. Enjoy Listening to aircraft and air traffic control communications and build your proficiency in ‘pilot speak’. This radio receiver is an integral part of Gleim’s Watch Airplanes Courses and a tool to assist those interested in aviation to learn more about it. The KA11Air receiver comes with two AA batteries, the earphones, and external antenna. P/N 13-06717 .................. $58.80

PASSIVE AIR BAND AIRCRAFT MONITOR
Monitors the entire aircraft band without tuning! Passive design, can be used onboard aircraft, no local oscillator, generates and creates no interference whatsoever! Great for air shows! Patented circuit and design! For decades we have been known for our novel and creative product designs. Well, check this one out! An aircraft receiver that receives all nearly traffic without to and tuning. It gets better... there is no local oscillator as it doesn’t produce, and can’t provide any interference associated with all other receivers with an LO. That means you can use it onboard aircraft as a passive device! And what will you hear? The closest and strongest traffic, mainly, the one you’re sitting in! How unique is this? We have a patent on it, and that says it all. P/N 11-04735 .................. $159.95

RAMSEY AIRCRAFT RECEIVER KIT
Tune into the exciting world of aviation. Listen to the airlines, big business corporate jets, hot-shot military pilots, local private pilots, control towers, and other interesting and fascinating airband communications. You’ll hear planes up to a hundred miles away as well as all local traffic. The AR1 features smooth varactor tuning of the entire air band from 118 to 136 MHz, effective AGC, superheterodyne circuitry, squelch, and convenient 9 volt operation and plenty of speaker volume. Includes their custom case & knob set for a great looking finished receiver! Some assembly required! P/N 10-05116 .................. $42.95

JETBOOK COLOR E-READER ELECTRONIC FLIGHT BAG
Using the latest technology and the world’s first Triton Color E ink screen, the jetBook color was originally focused on the education market for students to keep track of their schedules, check homework, and eventually replace all paper textbooks. Virtually unlimited format support makes this the best device for school work, business documents, leisure reading and everything in between. The jetBook will include tons of useful information you can use for preparation as well as in flight. Pre-loaded with a pre-flight checklist, use the stylus to interact with the screen and check off each item as you go over it. Additionally you will get sectional charts, and airport information. P/N 11-11864 .................. $439.00

SOL VISION EXTERNAL SUNLIGHT READABLE DISPLAY
SOL Vision is an external 10” sunlight readable display for your laptop, tablet, iPad, iPhone, and Android phone. You can turn off the back-light of the display making it ideal for outdoor battery life - 8 to 20 hours of continuous usage time. HDMI, VGA, and RCA / AV input ports are all available to get connected outdoors in direct sunlight. Connects to any device to enable user to see screen in bright sunlight. P/N 11-11881 .................. $449.00

SPEECHGUARD - GENERAL AVIATION BACKUP
The Speechguard is a pilots dream; it comes pre-installed with seemingly endless amounts of tools, gadgets, and resources to help before, during, and after your flight. Imagine electronically reviewing and completing your pre-flight checklist all on your Speechguard. Check the weather both in the sky and on the ground before you leave. Access to Airport Info all over the world. METAR, NOTAM, and TAF info right at your fingertips. if you’ve found yourself somewhere with non-English speaking natives, just use the voice translator for communication. Once you’ve arrived you can Log your flight, upload some pictures to Facebook or Instagram and even call all your friends and family to inform them of your arrival!

INTELI DOCK CERTIFIED USB CHARGER
The Aero-Port by Ingenio is a USB charger for portable electronic devices that is purposefully engineered to meet the stringent technical requirements of the aviation industry. It is the most compact USB Charger designed specifically for aircraft. The Aero-Port is a unique product and within it’s small housing is an extremely powerful charger designed to be robust enough to power all of today’s ever growing list of electronic devices. It’s very small housing allows installation is almost any aircraft. Designed and built with Intel-Fuse™ technology the Aero-Port offers maximum protection from power irregularities. Output protection is activated automatically and fully restored once a short circuit is corrected. Input protection is activated by temporarily disconnecting from the power source and is also self-correcting. Input protection is activated by temporary disconnecting from the power source and is also self-correcting. Input protection is activated by temporary disconnecting from the power source and is also self-correcting. Input protection is activated by temporary disconnecting from the power source and is also self-correcting.

 Prices Subject to Change Without Notice